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Introduction
Perceptual relativity is explained as our dependence
on tactile senses(touch, taste, smell, hearing, ect.) in
order to shape our perceptions of the world. It’s
through these senses that we shape our realities, and
it’s through their inconsistencies that each individual
reality becomes unique. Every perspective differs,
and this notion becomes more apparent when
considering the different sensational experiences
perceived between different species.

Process & Discussion
Concept vs Design
The most difficult portion of this project was in the earliest stages of its conception. Perception of Unknowns
was a fine topic, but graphic design needed to be implemented as a core part of the thesis. Initially, a set of
symbolic paintings was going to be the main thesis, yet it was too stagnant regarding audience interaction,
and leaned too far into fine art rather than design. That’s when I decided to implement the comic-style visual
narrative. Not only does it add a bit of depth for the audience, but it has become an essential part of exploring
the concept as a whole.

This begs the question: “Are there any true properties
of our reality, or is it dictated entirely by our senses?”

Visual Narrative as a Device

Perception of the Unknown is an exploration of this
idea applied to the perception of concepts, using
sequential design and storytelling as the supporting
medium.

The choice to use visual narrative as the main design portion of this project comes from it’s effectiveness in manipulating a
reader’s gaze. By taking control of the reader’s journey, via their mode of perception, the groundwork for the project is laid
out. Just as we as human’s can’t control which senses we have, the reader is given this mode of perception and must use it
as a frame of reference as they take in information. The panel-by-panel comic book style is the perfect tool for manipulating
the reader’s gaze.

Methods
Essentially, Perception of the Unknown is a set of comics
that use design to explore the concept of our perception.
Sequential, narrative design, along with visual metaphor
act as a demonstrative layer to the project. Like the act
of perceiving, the reader must take in new information to
come to a conclusion, and that conclusion is subject to
change the further along the reader is.
The usage of visual metaphor specifically is a direct
reflection of perceptual relativity. By blurring the lines
separating the core idea and its visual representation, the
question of ‘which one is the correct perception’ becomes
obsolete. The representation is the idea. Both and neither
are ‘correct’ as the separation of the two are constantly
challenged.

Conclusion
Perceptions of the Unknown is an example of how
effective narrative design, especially those of graphic
novels, can be when exploring broad philosophical
ideas. The amount of artistic freedom and audience
interaction of such mediums should be utilized more as
modes of conceptual exploration.
Entertainment is not the only realm in which this artistic
process can flourish, and I believe that it has a foothold
in the realms of philosophy and academia.

Future work
At this time there are no concrete plans to expand this
specific series. Exploring the concept of Perceiving
unknowns is complete, however the process of using
graphic novels to explore academic ideas such as this
one is an art I hope to continue creating.
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Designing the
Unknowns
Designing the antagonists of the story required
an understanding of their role, not just in a
storytelling sense, but as symbolic
representations of the unknown.
These antagonists are manifestations of
broader concepts, and are entirely dependent
on the perspectives of in-story observers for
form and function.

What they Represent
The three Unknowns are pivotal in the exploration of
our perceptive relationships with the world around
us. The Unknown of Natural Phenomenon, K’loss,
represents the variations within our perceptions of
nature. The Unknown of Truth, K’thruung, represents
our perceived stable and positive relationship with
truth as both a guide and an elusive holy grail, and
the Unknown of the Future, K’resh, represents the
universal yet deeply personal relationship we have
with our perceptions of the future.

Fig.1 Conceptual Designs of the Antagonists ‘Unknowns’. From
Top to Bottom: K’resh-Unknown of the Future, K’loss-Unknown
of Natural Phenomenon, K’thruung-Unknown of Truth.
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